
World History Panorama

Teacher’s Copy

Chant Motions
Renaissance—New Ideas

“Bingo!”
Put nger to side of head, look surprised, then pop 

nger up and say, “Bingo!”

Leonardo da Vinci—art Carefully “brush” in open palm as if painting.

William Shakespeare—
words,

writing,
plays

Move ngers in circular motion in front of mouth as 
if words were spouting out.

Write in open palm.
Move as if a fanciful actor.

Galileo—science Look through a “telescope” made with two hands 
raised to eye.

Bach—music Sing the word “music” while right hand directs music 
above open left palm.

England and Russia

Queen Elizabeth I
“Good Queen Bess”

Ripple ngers up from neck to represent the highly 
ounced collars she loved and fondly say, “Good 

Queen Bess.”

Peter the Great
“Russia changes”

Move hand across the bottom of “smoothly shaven” 
chin, then shake index nger while saying in 
warning voice, “Russia changes.”

Reformation

Martin Luther—Ninety- ve Theses Make hammering motion with hand.
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Chant Motions
Dutch Mennonites

Persecution
and Victory

With nger, cut across neck.
Say this triumphantly with both arms stretched 

upward in victory sign.

Menno Simons—
Most in uential Mennonite leader
Important speaker

and writer
Night Preacher

Divide students into two groups.
All say this seriously.
First group says this.
Second group responds with this.
Conclude with everyone whispering this secretively.

Dirk Willems—nonresistance on ice Stretch out both arms to help as seen in the picture.

Elizabeth Dirks—
Bible teacher
Courage in pain

Hold palms open as a book.
Stretch arms upward, then clasp arms across chest 

as in pain.

Russian Mennonites

Prussia to Russia March as if traveling.

Promises to Catherine the Great Vigorously nod head.

Turkey Red wheat Sway as wheat blowing in the wind.

Wealth Pose imitating nery and pride; rub ngers in motion 
for money.

Bolshevik Revolution—1917

Fighting
Starvation
Disease
Nonresistance tested

Divide students into four groups; each says one of 
the following four words/phrases.

Say “Bang, bang, bang.”
Rub empty stomach.
Slouch down and look miserable.
Stretch arms upward, then bring down sts side by 

side in front of body.

Migrations to Kansas and Canada Start out marching while saying this phrase, then 
switch to motions representing boats sailing.
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Chant Motions

Revival
John Bunyan
Jonathan Edwards
John and Charles Wesley
George White eld
John Newton
Fanny Crosby
D. L. Moody
Brunk Brothers

Divide students into two groups saying alternate names.

Missions
David Zeisberger—United States
William Carey—India
Adoniram Judson—Burma
George Müller—England
David Livingstone—Africa
Hudson Taylor—China
Amy Carmichael—India

Divide into two groups; one says name and other gives 
location.

World Wars I and II and the Holocaust

World War I—1914–1918

Conscientious objector—one who refuses 
to take part in war because he believes it is 
wrong to ght and kill

“Killing is wrong! I will not ght.” Hold palms out while saying this line.

World War II—1939–1945

Adolf Hitler—

“Germans are the best!”
“We should rule the world!”

Salute—raise right arm at an angle of about 45° and 
slightly sideways to the right.

Give thumbs-up sign.
Encircle a “world” with arms, starting small, then getting 

very large.
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Chant Motions

Germany, Italy, and Japan against the rest Hold up ngers 1–2–3 with palm turned toward body while 
naming the three countries; stretch other arm straight out 
with palm outward to indicate “the rest.”

Nazi Party—
German political party led by 
(guess who?)—
Adolf Hitler

March sti y.
Stand at attention.
Put palms out in questioning motion.
Give same salute as above for Adolf Hitler.

Holocaust—

six million Jews—
dead

Holocaust means “a sacri ce consumed by re” so make 
uttering nger motions indicating a re.

Hold up six ngers.
Drop head forward onto chest.

Concentration camps—

Hard work,
starvation,
death

Cross two fore ngers to form an x representing the barbed 
wire around the camps.

Pound one st on the other.
Suck in cheeks and stomach.
Drop head forward onto chest.

Corrie ten Boom—
Hid Jews
Su ered—

and triumphed—
in concentration camps

Overcame evil with good! “I forgive.”

Make a simple hiding motion.
Cross arms over chest.
Fling arms upward in triumph.
Place palm on chest as if hiding the Bible under her dress, 

then shake vitamin drops out of an imaginary bottle
Hold out hand to shake.


